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Sneaking into the run-down carnival at the edge of town seemed like an easy way to get
a cheap thrill; certainly more of a thrill than was ever on ocer when the carnival was still in
business. Wandering the backstage areas, you just finish adding “J. Kilroy was here” to the
end of a long list of similar graeti when you are briefly blinded by a sudden light.

Ader regaining your bearings, you head back to the midway and notice perhaps a half-
dozen attractions running at full tilt. Your natural curiosity to see what’s going on struggles
with your desire to not be that character in a bad horror movie, and loses. As you turn to-
ward the hole in the fence that got you into this madhouse, you discover that the fence is
now complete. Moving closer, you discover that the fence is also very sharp, and now very
electrified.

While lying dazed on the ground, you hear the loudspeakers sputter into life: “You have
entered my limbo, my temporary place of abode which is becoming distressingly permanent.
The price for your freedom is my freedom. Work, and work hard, and work without fail. Set
me free, and you may get a good night’s sleep.”

As the silence descends, you decide that even if you are in a bad horror movie, your only
choice is to obey. You begin to explore. . . .

These puzzles are free, and you can confirm answers (to individual puzzles and the final
answer) by email to tabstopva+acs@gmail.com. The hint file for this suite is available on the
web; for the answers, send me (at tabstopva+acs@gmail.com) a request.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Thanks to my playtesters Brian Cimmet and Charlie Reams. Also thanks
to the puzzle community, especially the ones from whom I have subconsciously, unconsciously, and
unknowingly stolen puzzle ideas.
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1 You Look Like You’ve Just Seen a Ghost

You would have wagered almost anything that you didn’t need glasses, but you can’t seem to make
out that last line. You hear mutterings about your eyesight being raised to a higher power. . . .
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2 Road to Ghost Town, Via Miami and Seattle

If Bing and Bob had had a GPS, just think of how many movies they could have made.

(47.67, -117.40)
(42.20, -122.72)
(40.83, -115.77)
(34.07, -118.25)

(46.87, -114.02)
(39.35, -112.57)
(35.22, -114.03)

(47.50, -111.28)
(35.12, -106.62)
(39.07, -108.57)
(45.78, -108.53)
(33.45, -112.07)

(48.15, -103.63)
(46.88, -96.78)
(46.82, -100.78)
(33.57, -101.88)

(45.55, -94.17)
(39.10, -94.58)
(31.33, -94.73)

(44.25, -85.42)
(44.82, -91.50)
(37.95, -91.77)
(37.75, -87.12)
(37.30, -92.47)
(30.70, -88.05)

(40.88, -88.63)
(41.07, -81.52)
(40.73, -84.12)
(31.23, -85.40)

(41.10, -80.65)
(30.85, -83.28)
(35.58, -82.55)
(35.60, -77.37)
(40.72, -74.00)
(26.72, -80.07)
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3 The Ghost Who Came In From the Cold

Walking past an abandoned refrigerator in the backstage areas, you realize that the poetry magnets
are rearranging themselves. Your admiration for the result is marred, however, when a box of letter
magnets is dumped on your head.

Played by Tim Allen
A fan of infinity
Ranger in a weird suit

Ingenious nobleman
Foe of windmills everywhere
Man of La Mancha

Many cats are this
A large three-headed guard dog
is also named this

Start by standing up
Leap up and then spread your limbs
Stop by standing up

A small orange fruit
Developed in eastern Asia
In seven letters

Oden made of wood
A musical instrument
Struck with a mallet

AAA B C DD EEE FFF GG HH IIIII JJ KK LLLL MM NNN OOOOO PP QQ R S TTTT
UUUUUU XX YYYY ZZ
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4 Learning How to Be the Best Ghost Possible

You see a marquee with a headline on it. The lights are quickly lighting up, their numbers seeming
to grow like rabbits.
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5 Knight to Ghost Bishop Six, Check and Mate

Despite the fact that the colors have nearly faded from the chessboard, the chess-player automaton
still moves his knight back and forth, down the board, over and over again.

1 2 3 4

5 6 7

8 9 10 11

12 13 14

15 16 17 18

19 20 21

22 23

24

Across
1. A star is born in Master is King (8)
5. A cap on one author Hoag (4)
7. A short, retiring person (3)
8. A political group sucks the heart out of
turncoats (3)
10. Pro gets below-average rank for letting
serve go by (4)
12. Gen. arrived late for march (3)
13. Passion arrives via crooked street (4)
15. Friend drops one from count (4)
18. Computer group has three-fourths of
an agenda (3)
19. African country refries bean (4)
21. Gabor bites Longoria’s tail (3)
22. An odd teapot shows the way (3)
23. Almost here or almost beer (4)
24. Paths for boats 2, 3, and 5? (8)

Down
1. A three-way grunt in lobby (6)
2. Small Paul serves decaf (5)
3. Search of overturned den produced Ira-
nian moolah (4)
4. Haggard book on a boat (3)
6. Anger beheads knight (3)
7. Climb up eight notes (5)
9. Strings keep ball behind prison (5)
11. Currency flows around drains (6)
14. Water-based glue doesn’t make sense
to actor Kilmer (5)
16. Attachment sounds very bare-bones
(4)
17. Feminine counterpart to gym is popu-
lar (3)
20. Relaxing sound coming from tuba
ahead (3)
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6 And a Time To Every Ghost Under Heaven

The trivia machine feeds you some questions, although the wheels don’t quite seem to stop when they
should.

ZNK INGTMK OT ZNK UXOKTZGZOUT UL KGXZN’Y GDOY

BPQA ZWBIBQUO LMDQKM QA CAML QVAQLM I OQUJIT

ZNOY GYZXURUMOIGR YOMT IUBKXY SUYZ UL LKHXAGXE

CQRB MNERLN KARWPB CQN MRBQNB XW CQN CJKUN CX HXD

CSY RIIH SRI SJ XLIWI XS TPEC CSYV JSVXC-JMZIW

EJKNFTGP’U VQA VJCV KU DNQYP WRQP

SD DOVVC IYE GRSMR GKI DRO GSXN SC LVYGSXQ

V. OLUYF DYVAL HIVBA AOL AOPZ VM SPML

7 Ghost Your Weight or Win a Kewpie Doll

You step on the scale, which flashes a series of numbers and prints a stream of tickets. You start to
throw them away, but decide you should examine them first.

132 : Give a sermon
167 : They can come in radio or television varieties

152 : Former Laker #42 James
146 : Paint like Jackson Pollock

162 : Tyke; child; kid
261 : Relatives of leeks
172 : Author of Tartuce

216 : Went in
167 : Despises and detests
136 : Flipper on the grill

89 : Sneaky; sly
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8 This Ghost Has More Muscles Than You Do

Fortunately for you, the lights light up all the way to the top no matter how badly you miss the target.

Common question from tiresome three-year-olds
Convenience store chain founded in Dallas, Texas
It’s capital is Montevideo
Large and hairy spider
Mario Andretti or Kyle Busch, for example
Participant in an election
She sings “Der Hölle Rache kocht in meinem Herzen”
The actual, tangible, body of a building
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